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Every Peano continuum has a strong deformation retract to a deforested continuum, that 
is, one with no strongly contractible subsets attached at a single point. In a deforested 
continuum, each point with a one-dimensional neighborhood is either ﬁxed by every self-
homotopy of the space, or has a neighborhood which is a locally ﬁnite graph. A minimal 
deformation retract of a continuum (if it exists) is called its core. Every one-dimensional 
Peano continuum has a unique core, which can be obtained by deforestation. We give 
examples of planar Peano continua that contain no core but are deforested.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
1. Introduction
This is the ﬁrst of two articles, continuing with [6], dedicated to studying homotopy types of Peano continua. This ﬁrst 
paper concentrates on simplifying Peano continua by ﬁnding deformation retractions which are in certain senses minimal 
and canonical. We deforest Peano continua by contracting subcontinua attached at single points, in a maximal way. Such 
a deforested Peano continuum is a strong deformation retract, and is minimal in the sense that it admits no proper de-
forestation. However, a deforested Peano continuum may not be a minimal deformation retract, or even admit a minimal 
deformation retract, as we show in Examples 4.1 and 4.2.
Some types of relatively simple Peano continua, such as simplicial complexes, always admit minimal deformation retracts. 
If such a minimal deformation retract of a space exists, it is called a core of the space. It is evident that for a given space 
all cores must be homotopy equivalent, but cores need not be homeomorphic, nor unique as subspaces.
We state the main results of the current article:
Theorem 3.1. Every non-contractible Peano continuum has a strong deformation retraction to a deforested continuum.
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locally ﬁnite graph.
While this graph admits many homotopies, it will be shown later that the complement of this graph in the one-
dimensional subspace is homotopically rigid, and is exactly the set of points with one-dimensional neighborhoods that
are ﬁxed by all self-homotopies of the space.
Corollary 4.4. Every one-dimensional Peano continuum has a minimal strong deformation retract, or core. If the continuum is not
contractible, then the core is a unique subspace.
Corollary 5.2. Every one-dimensional Peano continuum that has the shape of a circle admits a strong deformation retraction to a
circle.
We now outline the structure of the paper. In Section 2, we give deﬁnitions and results which will be used throughout
the paper. In Section 3, we present the main results that discuss the existence of the deforested form for all Peano continua.
In Section 4, we study the special case of one-dimensional Peano continua, in particular we show that such continua have
a unique core. Finally, in Section 5, we present an application discussing one-dimensional Peano continua with the shape of
a graph.
In the second paper [6] in the series, we use results from the current paper to show that there is a homotopy equiv-
alence to another reduced form where the graph is the disjoint union of a countable family of arcs; such a space is a
compactiﬁcation of a null sequence of arcs by a particular homotopically ﬁxed subspace.
2. Preliminaries and deﬁnitions
We begin by recalling a few standard deﬁnitions that will be used throughout the rest of the paper. Dimension will mean
covering dimension. We will denote the identity map on X by IdX . A Peano continuum is a compact, connected, locally (path)
connected metric space. A dendrite is a one-dimensional Peano continuum containing no simple closed curves. A loop in a
space X is a continuous map from S1 to X .
Theorem 2.1 (Hahn–Mazurkiewicz). A space is a Peano continuum if and only if it is a metric space that is the continuous image of a
closed arc.
Many of our arguments in this paper will use the notion of reduced loops:
Deﬁnition 2.2. A loop f : S1 → X is (freely) reduced if whenever f |I is a closed curve for some interval I ⊂ S1, then f |I is
either essential or constant.
The following lemma about reduced loops will be important in our proofs. This is very similar to a result from Cannon
and Conner [2] where they deal with based reduced loops, while in this paper we will always consider ‘reduced’ to mean
‘freely reduced.’
Lemma 2.3. In a one-dimensional Peano continuum, every essential loop f is homotopic to a reduced loop f˜ , which is unique up to
reparametrization. Furthermore, the image of f˜ is contained in the image of f . We call f˜ a reduced representative for f .
Proof. By a result of Cannon and Conner, Theorem 3.9 in [2], there is a based reduced loop f ′ that is homotopic to f rel
endpoints, where f ′ is unique up to reparametrization and the image of f ′ is contained in the image of f ; by a based
reduced loop we mean f ′ : [0,1] → X so that if f (a) = f (b) and f |[a,b] is nulhomotopic, then f |[a,b] is constant. The only
way f ′ is not freely reduced is if it is not reduced at the basepoint, i.e. up to reparametrization f ′ = pgp−1. Choosing the
maximal such p gives the decomposition f ′ = p f˜ p−1, where f˜ is the desired (freely) reduced loop.
It remains to show that the reduced loop is unique up to reparametrization, independent of which basepoint was chosen
in creating f ′ . Suppose that g1, g2 are homotopic freely reduced loops. Choose a path p from g1 to g2 by considering the
image of a point under the homotopy between the loops. Then g1 and pg2p−1 are based loops that are based homotopic.
By Theorem 3.9 in [2], these loops have the same based reduced representative, which must then be the freely reduced
loop g1. If p is a constant path then pg2p−1 = g2 is based reduced and thus the same as g1 (up to reparametrization).
Otherwise pg2p−1 cannot be based reduced because it is not freely reduced and its based reduced representative g1 is
freely reduced. We may assume the path p is reduced by replacing p by its reduced representative. Thus if pg2p−1 is not
based reduced, then one of the paths pg2 or g2p−1 is not reduced, and since g2 is freely reduced only one of those can
happen. If pg2 is not reduced (the other case follows similarly), write p = st where t is the maximal tail of p such that
t−1 follows the inﬁnite ray g∞ . Then pg2p−1 = stg2t−1s−1 = s˜g2s−1, where g˜2 is a cyclic conjugate of g2. This now must2
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conjugate of g2. 
Deﬁnition 2.4. A connected open set D in X is an attached strongly contractible subset if
(1) the boundary of D in X consists of one point, and
(2) the closure D has a strong deformation retraction to its boundary point.
Note that the boundary point of an attached strongly contractible subset is a cut-point of the space, where one comple-
mentary component of the cut-point can be contracted ﬁxing the cut-point.
Deﬁnition 2.5. A space is deforested if it contains no attached strongly contractible subsets.
The name for the previous deﬁnition is motivated by the one-dimensional case, where strongly contractible subsets are
dendrites, which are tree-like.
Deﬁnition 2.6. The core of a continuum is a minimal strong deformation retract. That is, a strong deformation retract that
admits no proper strong deformation retraction.
Deﬁnition 2.7. The one-dimensional set I(X) of a space X is the set of points with one-dimensional neighborhoods. A point
x ∈ I(X) in a Peano continuum X is bad if every neighborhood of x contains a simple closed curve. Notice that by Lemma 2.3
every simple closed curve in the one-dimensional set I(X) is essential. We denote the set of all bad points of X by B(X),
and its complement in I(X) by G(X) = I(X) − B(X). Note that both I(X) and G(X) are open sets in X , and that B(X) is
closed in I(X).
These subsets of the space will be useful in the proofs of the main theorems, and have certain nice properties that will
be discussed in the remainder of the paper. In fact, the set B(X) has been studied before in slightly different contexts.
Cannon and Conner [3] deﬁne the set B(X) for connected planar sets, and prove that every self-homotopy must ﬁx B(X)
pointwise. This agrees with our deﬁnition in the case of planar one-dimensional Peano continua, and we prove a similar
theorem in Theorem 3.3 and a stronger version for one-dimensional spaces in Theorem 4.5. While not explicitly deﬁned,
these same notions are also used in Theorem 5.2 of [4]. Conner and Eda also discuss the set B(X) in [7,9], although there
they use the notation Xw for the set B(X), and call these points wild. While they deﬁne the set as those points where the
space is not semi-locally simply connected, by Lemma 2.3 we see that for one-dimensional spaces this is the same as the
points at which the space is not locally simply connected, or points whose every neighborhood contains a simple closed
curve, which is our deﬁnition of B(X).
3. Main results
We will prove the existence of the deforested reduced form for Peano continua. Recall that a space is deforested if it
has no subsets attached at a point that are strongly contractible to that point. It is important here that we require strongly
contractible subsets in the deﬁnition of deforested, even if we only want to require a weak deformation retraction to the
reduced form. To see this, consider taking two copies of a cone over the Hawaiian earring joined at their base points. While
both of the cones are contractible, the wedge is a space with uncountable fundamental group [1,2,10,12,14].
It is also important that the strongly contractible subsets are attached at a single point. In Example 4.2 we present a
space with inﬁnitely many disks attached along arcs where it is not possible to contract all of the disks.
Also note that while a contractible continuum has a contraction to a point, which is a deforested continuum, it is
unclear whether every contractible Peano continuum has a strong deformation retraction to a point. This issue comes up in
the construction of a partial order in the proof.
Theorem 3.1. Every non-contractible Peano continuum has a strong deformation retraction to a deforested continuum.
Proof. Let X be a non-contractible Peano continuum. Let D be the union of all attached strongly contractible subsets in X .
Note that D is open. Let E be the set of points in X that are the boundary of some attached strongly contractible subset.
Now, consider the points in E − D , those points that are the boundary of some attached strongly contractible subset, but
are not in the interior of any strongly contractible subset. Each such point has at least one complementary component that
is an attached strongly contractible subset, and we will call such strongly contractible subsets maximal. Maximal strongly
contractible subsets may share the same boundary point, but as they are open sets they must be disjoint: the boundary
point of one cannot lie in another by deﬁnition of maximal, and if any point were in the intersection of two maximal
strongly contractible subsets, then there would be a path in each strongly contractible subset to its boundary point, and
some point along that path would give a second boundary point for the other attached strongly contractible subset. Thus
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all of the deformation retractions of the null sequence of the closures of maximal strongly contractible subsets to their
boundary points by Lemma A.2, noting that the strong deformation retractions ﬁx the boundary points of the strongly
contractible subsets, and that any point that is a limit of the collection of closures of maximal strongly contractible subsets
must also be ﬁxed by each deformation retraction, as such a limit cannot be contained in the interior of any maximal
strongly contractible subset (the interior is contained in D , and the boundary points of the limiting contractible subsets are
in E − D). Thus there is a strong deformation retraction of X that retracts all of the maximal strongly contractible subsets
simultaneously.
We will show that every point of D is contained in a maximal strongly contractible subset, so that the deformation
retraction above maps to X − D . Partially order the set E by deﬁning x< y if x is contained in a strongly contractible subset
with boundary point y. Note that if x1 < x2 and x2 < x1, then we have a strongly contractible subset D1 with boundary x1,
and some other strongly contractible subset D2 with boundary x2, with x1 ∈ D2 and x2 ∈ D1. If this is the case, then
X = D1 ∪ D2 and X is contractible: if ri(x, t) are strong deformation retractions from X to X − Di , then the map r deﬁned
by
r(x, t) =
{
r1(x,2t), t ∈ [0, 12 ],
r1(r2(x,2t − 1),1), t ∈ [ 12 ,1],
gives a contraction of X to x1. Note that this contraction may not ﬁx x1.
Thus if X is not contractible, the relation x < y is antisymmetric and we now show that it is also transitive. Let x < y
and y < z, so that x ∈ Dy that strongly contracts to y, and y ∈ Dz that contracts to z. If z ∈ Dy , then we have the case
discussed in the previous paragraph, which can only happen if X is contractible. Thus z /∈ Dy and so since y separates x
from z we can see that x lies in the same component of X − z as y does, namely Dz , and therefore x < z. So the relation
x< y is indeed a partial order if X is not contractible.
We will prove that every chain in E has an upper bound, so that by Zorn’s lemma there exist maximal points in E . Note
that the maximal points in E cannot lie in D by the deﬁnition of the partial order. These facts together will show that every
point in D is contained in a maximal strongly contractible subset, as deﬁned above.
Let C be a chain in E , and suppose that C has no maximum element (otherwise that element is an upper bound for C ).
Since X is compact, there is a point z in the nested intersection of the closure of tails of the chain C ; i.e., there is a point z
that is a limit of every tail of C . We will show that z is unique, and that z is an upper bound for the chain C .
Suppose there are two such limits z1, z2. Then since X is ﬁrst countable, we can ﬁnd a countable subchain {ci} in
C so that c2i+1 converges to z1 and c2i converges to z2. For each ci , some number of the complementary components are
attached strongly contractible subsets with boundary ci . Lemma A.1 tells us that they must form a null sequence. Denote the
union of this null sequence of attached strongly contractible subsets as Di ; then by Lemma A.2 we get a strong deformation
retraction hi from X to X − Di . Note that the sets (Di+1 − Di) have nonempty interior, connected closures, and boundary
consisting of at most two points (namely ci, ci+1). Thus Lemma A.1 applies again, and the sets (Di+1 − Di) form a null
sequence, which must converge to z1 since c2i+1 → z1, but they must also converge to z2, since c2i → z2. Thus there can
only be one such limit point z.
There is one complementary component of z containing the entire chain C . If not, then there are c and c′ in C and an
attached strongly contractible subset D with boundary point c′ and c ∈ D , such that c and c′ are in different complementary
components of z. Then z ∈ D , so that z is not a limit of every tail of C . So there is one complementary component of z
containing all of the chain C , call it A. Notice that A is open, with boundary equal to z.
We claim that A is an attached strongly contractible subset, and thus z is an upper bound for C . First take a sequence
ci in C that limits on z. As before, deﬁne the set Di to be the union of all attached strongly contractible subsets attached
at ci . For each i there is a strong deformation retraction hi that contracts Di . It will be useful to name the retraction
f i(x) = hi(x,1), and deﬁne f0 = IdX .
To deformation retract X to X − A, ﬁrst perform h1 = f0 ◦ h1 for t ∈ [0, 12 ], followed by f1 ◦ h2 for t ∈ [ 12 , 23 ], and
f i−1 ◦hi for t ∈ [ i−1i , ii+1 ]. Composing with f i ensures that we don’t backtrack too much, in particular that the image of our
deformation retraction h misses Di for times t >
i
i+1 . More precisely, the deformation retraction is deﬁned by
h(x, t) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
f i−1 ◦ hi(x, i(i + 1)(t − i−1i )) if t ∈ [ i−1i , ii+1 ], for i  1,
z if (x, t) ∈ A × {1},
x if (x, t) ∈ (X − A) × {1}.
This function is clearly continuous on X ×[0,1) by the standard pasting lemma. To see that h is continuous when t = 1, ﬁrst
recall that the sets (Di+1 − Di) form a null sequence, which must converge to z since ci → z. Note that h(z, t) = z for all t .
Also, the image of (Di+1 − Di)× [0,1] is contained in (A − Di) = {z} ∪⋃ki (Dk+1 − Dk), which also forms a null sequence
converging to z because the sets (Dk+1 − Dk) converge to z. Now, A =⋃ Di , as any point p ∈ A must be connected by a
path to z, which must intersect some Di , otherwise p ∈ A would not be in the same complementary component of z as the
chain C (and thus the Di ’s). Then we may write X = (X − A) ∪⋃i (Di+1 − Di), and since h ﬁxes every point x ∈ X − A for
all t , we can apply Lemma A.2 (which is an inﬁnite pasting lemma), to see that h is continuous on all of X × [0,1].
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attached strongly contractible subset is contained in a maximal one, and there is a strong deformation retraction from X
to X − D . It is easy to see that X − D contains no attached strongly contractible subsets, since the preimage of a strongly
contractible subset of X − D under the deformation retraction would be an attached strongly contractible subset of X .
Therefore X has a strong deformation retraction to X − D , which has no attached strongly contractible subsets. 
We will now discuss a nice property of deforested continua: the set G(X) is in fact a locally ﬁnite graph, i.e. a one-
dimensional CW-complex such that each 0-cell intersects the closure of only ﬁnitely many 1-cells. In the proof we will use
Lemma A.3, which gives an equivalent deﬁnition for a locally ﬁnite graph, and also the technical results, Lemma A.4 and
Lemma A.5.
Theorem 3.2. In a deforested Peano continuum X, the set G(X) of points with simply connected one-dimensional neighborhoods forms
a locally ﬁnite graph. If this graph G(X) is nonempty and ﬁnite then it is the entire continuum.
Proof. Assume that G(X) 
= ∅. By Lemma A.3, it suﬃces to show that each point in G(X) has a deleted neighborhood that
is a ﬁnite disjoint union of arcs.
Fix x ∈ G(X), and let W be a simply connected one-dimensional neighborhood of x. Fix a path connected neighborhood U
of x such that U ⊂ W . Then for any w ∈ U , there is a unique arc p(w) from x to w . For points w1,w2 ∈ U , if neither w1
nor w2 lies on the arc from x to the other, we will call the last point in p(w1) ∩ p(w2) a y-point (relative to x). So each
y-point y is the endpoint of at least three arcs. By Lemma A.5, we see that these arcs can be extended to join y to ∂U , and
these extended arcs intersect only at y since U ⊂ W is simply connected. For a set A ⊂ U deﬁne Y (A) to be the set of all
y-points in U formed by the paths from x to the points of A. In other words, Y (A) consists of the ﬁrst points of intersection
of paths from A to x. Note that if A is ﬁnite, then so is Y (A).
We claim that Y (U ) is ﬁnite. To see this, consider an open set V such that U ⊂ V ⊂ V ⊂ W . Suppose that Y (U ) is
inﬁnite. Then we may choose a sequence {yn} in Y (U )− {x} such that yi /∈ Y ({y1, . . . , yi−1}). Choose the unique arc p from
x to y1 in U . Since y1 is a y-point in U , there are at least three arcs emanating from y1. Choose one of these arcs that
is disjoint from p, and call it p˜. By Lemma A.5, p˜ can be extended to an arc p′ which joins y1 to ∂U to ∂V . Let p1 be
pp′ . Continuing by induction, since yi is a y-point, but not for any two of the previous yk ’s, there are at least three arcs
emanating from yi , of which at most two intersect the previous pk ’s. Thus there is an arc pi joining x to yi to ∂U to ∂V ,
with the segment of pi from yi to ∂U to ∂V not intersecting the previous pk ’s. Let ri be the segment of pi from ∂U to ∂V .
Then {ri} is inﬁnite, which contradicts Lemma A.4, so Y (U ) must be ﬁnite.
Then there is a path connected neighborhood A ⊂ W of x with no y-points (other than possibly x). Each point in A lies
on an arc with x as one endpoint, and which extends to ∂ A by Lemma A.5. Then a path connected neighborhood of each
point contained in A − {x} is exactly a portion of that arc, since if there were any other point in the neighborhood it would
need to be connected by a path to that arc, which would give a y-point, but there are no y-points in A − {x}. Again by
Lemma A.4, there can only be ﬁnitely many of these arcs from x to ∂ A. So A − {x} is a disjoint union of ﬁnitely many arcs,
hence G(X) is a locally ﬁnite graph.
If X − G(X) = ∅, then X = G(X) is a compact graph, which must be ﬁnite. If neither G(X) nor its complement is empty,
then there exists a path from some point in G(X) to some point in X − G(X). This path gives a ray that must hit inﬁnitely
many vertices of the graph G(X), otherwise it could not limit on X−G(X). Thus if G(X) is a ﬁnite graph then X = G(X). 
This now allows us to characterize the points B(X) as those points in the one-dimensional subspace I(X) which must
be ﬁxed by all self homotopies of the space.
Theorem 3.3. A point in I(X) is contained in B(X) if and only if it is ﬁxed by every self-homotopy of X , that is, a map f : X → X where
f  IdX .
Proof. Suppose x ∈ G(X) = I(X) − B(X). We may assume that X has no attached strongly contractible subsets by Theo-
rem 3.1, and if x is not in the image of the deformation retraction given there, then that is a self-homotopy that does not
ﬁx x. Then by Theorem 3.2 x has a neighborhood that is a locally ﬁnite graph, and can clearly be moved by a self-homotopy
of X .
Let x ∈ B(X) and suppose by way of contradiction that f : X → X is homotopic to IdX with f (x) 
= x. Let H : X× I → X be
a homotopy between f and IdX . Choose a one-dimensional neighborhood U of x and a value t ∈ I such that H(U ×[0, t]) ⊂
I(X) and H(x, t) 
= x. Take a smaller neighborhood V ⊂ U so that V ∩ H(V , t) = ∅. Then any simple closed curve  in V
is disjoint from its image H(, t) ⊂ H(V , t). But  and H(, t) are freely homotopic in the one-dimensional subspace I(X),
and since a simple closed curve is reduced, H(, t) must contain its reduced representative  by Lemma 2.3, which is a
contradiction. Thus f ﬁxes x for every x ∈ B(X). 
This says that B(X) is ﬁxed pointwise by all homotopies of X within X , and is exactly the set of such points in I(X),
although there may be other points in X − I(X) that must also be ﬁxed. For example, consider a sphere wedged with a
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Hawaiian earring. The base point of the Hawaiian earring will be ﬁxed by every self-homotopy of X , but this point is not in
I(X), and therefore not in B(X).
4. One-dimensional Peano continua
In the previous section, we made no assumption about the dimension of a Peano continuum in our theorems, although
in some theorems we were able to prove results about the one-dimensional portion of the continuum. In this section, we
restrict to one-dimensional Peano continua, and prove stronger results that hold in this special case. Note that in a one-
dimensional Peano continuum, strongly contractible subsets are exactly dendrites, that is, simply connected one-dimensional
Peano continua. Recall that a dendrite is strongly contractible to any of its points.
We will prove the existence of minimal deformation retracts (core continua) for all one-dimensional Peano continua. It
is not apparent that every continuum has a minimal deformation retract, and in fact this is not true for all continua, not
even for planar Peano continua.
Example 4.1. We give an example of a planar Peano continuum X that has no minimal deformation retract, but is deforested.
To construct X , start by embedding a Warsaw circle W into the inaccessible points of a Sierpinski curve S in the plane.
This can be done by embedding the Warsaw circle W into the interior of a closed disc, and then removing the interiors of a
null sequence of closed discs that are disjoint from W . By Whyburn’s characterization theorem [13], if these smaller closed
discs are dense in the original disc, then we have embedded W into the Sierpinski curve, and in fact into the inaccessible
points.
Next, ﬁll in the interior of the embedded Warsaw circle in the plane. Finally, remove the interior of a small closed disc
from the interior of the ﬁlled-in Warsaw circle. The resulting space is X . See Fig. 1.
The space X is a planar Peano continuum with no minimal deformation retract. To see this, it is ﬁrst important to note
that while the Warsaw circle W 
⊂ I(X) due to the attached punctured disc, we still have W ⊂ B(X), since W is contained
in the inaccessible points of S , and therefore no point of W will have a simply connected neighborhood (not even after
ﬁlling in the interior of W ). As such, it must be ﬁxed by every homotopy of X within X (as proved in [3]), in particular, by
any deformation retraction of X .
It is possible to deformation retract the interior of the punctured Warsaw disc into any neighborhood of the Warsaw
circle, so the only possible minimal deformation retract would be the set B(X). However, the punctured Warsaw disk does
have a deformation retraction to the boundary circle of the puncture, so it cannot deform to the simply connected Warsaw
circle.
Thus it is not possible to deformation retract the space X to the set B(X) which is the Warsaw circle and the exterior
portion of the Sierpinski curve containing it. Therefore X has no minimal deformation retract. Clearly X is deforested, having
no cut-points to allow attached strongly contractible subsets.
Example 4.2. We deﬁne a speciﬁc deformation retract Y of the space X from Example 4.1. Expand the central puncture so
that the upper boundary of the puncture touches each of the valleys of the sine curve in the Warsaw circle. Essentially, Y is
the union of a portion of the Sierpinski curve together with countably many disks Di , each of which is attached along an
arc of Y in the sine curve.
Since Y is a deformation retract of X , and X has no core, neither does Y . Then it is not possible to deformation retract all
of the disks Di . Thus Y demonstrates why the existence of deforested continua cannot be generalized to a similar reduced
form where strongly deformation retractible subsets are attached along arcs (or other sets) instead of only being attached
at single points.
While the examples above show that not every Peano continuum has a minimal deformation retract, we will prove
that every one-dimensional Peano continuum does have a unique minimal deformation retract, or core continuum. We
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characterizations.
Theorem 4.3. If X is a non-contractible one-dimensional Peano continuum, then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) X is a core continuum.
(2) X admits no proper strong deformation retraction.
(3) X has no attached dendrites.
(4) ∀x ∈ X and ∀ path component p of X − {x}, p ∪ {x} is not simply connected.
(5) ∀x ∈ X, ∃ an essential loop  such that  cannot be homotoped off x.
(6) Every point of X lies on an essential reduced loop.
Proof. We prove the equivalences as follows: (1) ⇔ (2), (3) ⇔ (4), (5) ⇒ (6) ⇒ (2)⇒(3) ⇒ (5).
(1) ⇔ (2). By deﬁnition.
(3) ⇔ (4). A path component p of X − {x} with p ∪ {x} simply connected is an attached dendrite.
(5) ⇒ (6). Being homotopic to , the reduced representative of  (Lemma 2.3) must contain x.
(6) ⇒ (2). If X admits a proper strong deformation retraction r : X → Y , then any loop through a point in X − Y can be
homotoped into Y (by r), and thus cannot be an essential reduced loop.
(2) ⇒ (3). An attached dendrite can be contracted, giving a proper strong deformation retract.
(3) ⇒ (5). We consider a few cases.
Case 1: No neighborhood of x is simply connected. Then there is a sequence of simple closed curves converging to x.
Concatenating these loops together with small paths connecting them to x gives an essential curve that passes through x,
and cannot be homotoped off x.
Case 2: x separates X . Then by (4) each component (together with x) must contain an essential loop. Concatenating two
of these loops, together with paths to the point x, gives an essential loop that cannot be homotoped off of x.
Case 3: x does not separate X , and has a simply connected neighborhood U that x separates. Since X −{x} is locally path
connected and connected, it is path connected. Thus any two points y1, y2 ∈ U separated by x are connected by a path in
X − {x} (that does not stay in U ). Since there is a path from x to yi in U , we get an essential loop passing through x, that
cannot be homotoped off x.
Case 4: x does not separate any simply connected neighborhood U . Since X has no attached dendrites, x is in a locally
ﬁnite graph by Theorem 3.2. Then the above conditions require that x must be a pendant vertex (i.e. a vertex with valence 1),
but this would be an attached dendrite, which is a contradiction. 
We can now easily show the existence of core continua for all one-dimensional Peano continua. Note that for any
space that has a core, all cores must be homotopy equivalent, but they need not be a uniquely deﬁned subspace or even
homeomorphic. For example, consider a twice punctured disk, which deformation retracts to both a theta and a ﬁgure 8.
However, in the case of one-dimensional Peano continua we do get the result that cores always exist as a unique subspace
as long as the space is not contractible.
Corollary 4.4. Every one-dimensional Peano continuum has a minimal strong deformation retract, or core. If the continuum is not
contractible, then the core is a unique subspace.
Proof. That core continua exist for all one-dimensional Peano continua is a simple combination of Theorem 3.1 and Theo-
rem 4.3, (3) ⇒ (1). If the continuum is contractible, the core will not be unique, as it may contract to different points. On
the other hand, if the continuum is not contractible, then by Theorem 4.3(6) every point of the core must lie on an essential
reduced loop, and all such points must be contained in every deformation retract (cf. the proof of Theorem 4.3, (6) ⇒ (2)).
Thus the core of a one-dimensional Peano continuum may also be deﬁned as the union of all essential reduced loops in the
space, which is a uniquely deﬁned subspace. 
When restricting to one-dimensional continua, we get the following result, which is related to Theorem 3.3, but stronger.
Theorem 4.5. In a one-dimensional Peano continuum X, a point is bad if and only if it is ﬁxed by every self-homotopy of X , that is,
a map f : X → X where f  IdX . Moreover, if h : X → Y is a homotopy equivalence, then h|B(X) is a homeomorphism onto B(Y ).
Proof. Since X is one-dimensional, X = I(X), so by Theorem 3.3 we see that B(X) is precisely those points in X that are
ﬁxed by every self-homotopy of X .
Now let h : X → Y and g : Y → X be homotopy inverses. For b ∈ B(X), if h(b) /∈ B(Y ), then there is a simply connected
neighborhood of h(b), and thus h∗ cannot be injective since h must map small loops to small loops. So h maps B(X) into
B(Y ), and similarly g maps B(Y ) into B(X).
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which implies that h|B(X) is surjective (onto B(Y )) since g maps B(Y ) into B(X). Since both h and g are continuous, it
follows that h maps B(X) homeomorphically onto B(Y ). 
Note that this result that homotopy equivalences restrict to homeomorphisms on B(X) does not generalize to higher
dimensional continua. To see this, consider a Hawaiian earring where each arc is thickened everywhere except at the base
point, i.e. each arc becomes a pinched annulus. Another way of viewing this space is to ﬁll in alternating complementary
components of the Hawaiian earring in the plane. This new space X is clearly homotopy equivalent to the Hawaiian earring,
but I(X) = ∅.
5. Shapes of one-dimensional continua
We would like to thank Craig Guilbault for telling us about the following problem: Does a one-dimensional Peano
continuum with the shape of a circle contain a circle? We prove a somewhat stronger result that answers this question in
the aﬃrmative, and is used in Maggie May’s dissertation [11].
The shape group of X is the inverse limit of fundamental groups of nerves of covers of X , where the mesh of the covers
goes to zero. Recall that the shape group is an invariant of the shape of the space. Note that for CW-complexes, there is a
cover where X is homotopy equivalent to its nerve, and thus the shape group is isomorphic to the fundamental group.
Theorem 5.1. Every one-dimensional Peano continuum X with the shape of a graph G has a core H which is homotopy equivalent
to G. Thus such a space has a strong deformation retraction to a ﬁnite subgraph.
Proof. Let H be the core of X assured by Corollary 4.4, which is a strong deformation retract of X . Note that X , G and H all
have the same shape, and thus the same shape group. Since G is a graph, its shape group is isomorphic to its fundamental
group, which is countable. If H were not locally simply connected, then its fundamental group would be uncountable by a
result from Cannon and Conner [2]. Also by [2,8] we know that one-dimensional Peano continua are shape injective (the
natural map from the fundamental group into the shape group is injective). Thus the fundamental group of H must embed
in that of G , and so must be countable. Thus H is locally simply connected [2,5]. Then by Theorem 3.2 we see that H is
a (locally ﬁnite) graph. Since H is compact, it must be a ﬁnite graph. Since H,G are shape equivalent, they have the same
shape group, which is their common fundamental group since they are CW-complexes. Therefore they are both homotopy
equivalent to a bouquet of n circles, where n is the rank of their fundamental group, which is a free group. Thus we see
that H ⊂ X is homotopy equivalent to G . 
Corollary 5.2. Every one-dimensional Peano continuum that has the shape of a circle admits a strong deformation retraction to a circle.
Proof. By the theorem, the space has a core graph Γ that is homotopy equivalent to a circle. It remains to show that Γ is
in fact a circle.
Since Γ is not simply connected, it contains a subgraph C which is a simple closed curve. Suppose Γ 
= C , and let
x ∈ Γ −C . Let y be an interior point on a path from x to C in Γ . If y does not separate x from C , then there is another path
from x to C , and thus π1(Γ ) has rank at least two, which is a contradiction. Thus y separates x from C , and by part (4) of
Theorem 4.3 we see that the path component of Γ − y containing x is not simply connected (when taken together with y).
This also implies that π1(Γ ) has rank at least two, which is a contradiction.
Thus the only core graph which is homotopy equivalent to a circle is a circle, so we immediately obtain that a one-
dimensional Peano continuum having the shape of a circle has a circle as its core. 
The following examples show that the hypothesis of being one-dimensional is necessary.
Example 5.3. Let X be the wedge product of a circle with the cone over the Hawaiian earring, where the wedge point is the
bad point of the base Hawaiian earring. The cone over the Hawaiian earring is contractible, hence has the shape of a point.
Thus X has the shape of a circle. However, X does not have a strong deformation retraction to a circle, since the base point
of the cone over the Hawaiian earring must move over the cone point in any contraction. Note that X does have a weak
deformation retraction to a circle.
Let Y be the wedge product of a circle with two cones over the Hawaiian earring, again with the wedge point as the
bad point of the base Hawaiian earrings. Similar to X , the space Y has the shape of a circle, but the fundamental group of
Y is uncountable, since the fundamental group of the doubled cone is uncountable [2]. Thus Y cannot deformation retract
to a circle.
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Lemma A.1. Let U = {Uα} be a collection of disjoint sets in a Peano continuum X, such that each Uα has nonempty interior, and also
so that each Uα is connected. If there is a uniform ﬁnite bound n on the number of points in the boundary of each Uα , then U forms a
null sequence.
Proof. Since X is second countable, U must be countable since the sets in U are disjoint and each has nonempty interior.
Suppose that U = {Ui} is not a null sequence. Then by passing to a subsequence, we may assume that diam(Ui) > ε for
all i. Since there are at most n boundary points of Ui , we claim there is a point xi ∈ Ui such that d(xi, ∂Ui) ε/(2n). If not,
then the union of balls Bk of radius ε/(2n) centered at the boundary points of Ui would cover Ui . In the connected set Ui ,
there would then be a chain of the sets Bk between any two points x, y ∈ Ui . Since each Bk has diameter less than or equal
to ε/n, we see that d(x, y)  n · ε/n = ε, which contradicts the fact that diam(Ui) > ε. So there exist points xi ∈ Ui with
d(xi, ∂Ui) ε/(2n).
Then since X is compact, there is a subsequence of xi converging to some x, and by passing to a subsequence we may
assume that xi → x. Since X is locally path connected, there is a path connected neighborhood V about x of diameter less
than ε/(2n). Eventually, the points xi are contained in V , and so there are paths in V that join U j and Uk , for j,k large
enough. But this gives a boundary point in U j that is within ε/(2n) of the point x j , which is a contradiction. Thus U is a
null sequence. 
Lemma A.2. Let H be a function from the metric space X × Y into a metric space Z . Let {Ci} be a null sequence of closed sets whose
union is X . Suppose that H is continuous on each Ci × Y , and that the images Di = H(Ci × Y ) form a null sequence of sets in Z . If for
every subsequence Cik converging to x0 there exists a point z0 ∈ Z such that Dik → z0 and H({x0} × Y ) = {z0}, then H is continuous
on all of X × Y .
Proof. Let (xn, yn) → (x0, y0). We need to show that H(xn, yn) → H(x0, y0). For each n, choose i(n) such that xn ∈ Ci(n) . If
{Ci(n)} is ﬁnite, then by restricting H to ⋃n Ci(n) × Y we have H(xn, yn) → H(x0, y0) by an application of the ﬁnite pasting
lemma.
If the collection {Ci(n)} is inﬁnite, then by ignoring repetitions, we see that the sets Ci(n) converge to x0 since the
Ci ’s form a null sequence and the points xn ∈ Ci(n) converge to x0. Thus by our hypothesis, the images Di(n) converge to
z0 = H(x0 × Y ). Then for any neighborhood U of z0, only ﬁnitely many Di(n) are not contained in U . Again, by a ﬁnite
application of the pasting lemma, we see that the points H(xn, yn) that correspond to these ﬁnitely many Di(n) must
converge to H(x0, y0) = z0, and so are eventually contained in U . The remainder of the points H(xn, yn) are all contained
in U , since each corresponding Di(n) is contained in U . Thus the sequence H(xn, yn) converges to z0 = H(x0, y0), and
therefore H is continuous. 
Lemma A.3. If X is a second countable metric space such that each x ∈ X has a deleted neighborhood that is a 1-manifold with ﬁnitely
many components, then X is homeomorphic to a locally ﬁnite graph.
Proof. For x ∈ X , we can choose a small deleted neighborhood of x that is a 1-manifold with ﬁnitely many components,
each component limiting on x ‘exactly once,’ i.e., if any component together with x forms a circle, then delete one point of
the circle, as well as deleting any components that do not limit on x. Deﬁne the valence of a point, v(x), to be the number
of components of such a deleted neighborhood. Let V = {x ∈ X | v(x) 
= 2}, which will be a subset of our set of 0-cells.
Then X − V is just a disjoint union of open arcs. Suppose there is one of these arcs, a, without compact closure. Let a be
parametrized by (0,1), and consider the sequences {a(1/n)} and {a(1− 1/n)} (n 2). If either sequence does not converge
in X , then include that sequence in V as well. It can be seen that V is discrete and that X − V is a collection of open arcs
with boundary in V , each having compact closure. Also, each 0-cell intersects only ﬁnitely many closed 1-cells, thus X is a
locally ﬁnite graph. 
Lemma A.4. Let C1,C2 be disjoint closed subsets of a simply connected one-dimensional neighborhood W of x in a Peano continuum.
Then any collection of paths {pi} in W from C1 to C2 that are pairwise disjoint on their interiors is ﬁnite.
Proof. Suppose that {pi} is inﬁnite. Let δ be the distance from C1 to C2. Let yi be a point on pi that is a distance δ/3 away
from C1. Then there is a limit point q1 of {yi}. Let U ⊂ W be a path connected neighborhood of q1 with diameter < δ/6.
Then in U there must be inﬁnitely many of the paths pi , which then have points zi a distance δ/3 from C2. These points
zi have a limit q2. Let V ⊂ W be a path connected neighborhood of q2 with diameter < δ/6. Then there are distinct p j, pk
that are joined by a path in V as well as one in U . Since the paths pi are disjoint, as are the sets U and V , we get an
essential curve contained in U , V , p j and pk . This contradicts the fact that W is simply connected and one-dimensional.
Thus {pi} must be ﬁnite. 
LemmaA.5. Let K be a simply connected closed set contained in the one-dimensional set I(X) of a non-degenerate Peano continuum X
with no attached strongly contractible subsets. Then any closed arc p in K can be extended to an arc from either of its endpoints to ∂K .
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= ∅, since otherwise K would be both open and closed, hence K = X would be a simply connected
one-dimensional continuum with no attached strongly contractible subsets, and must therefore be degenerate, which it is
not. Now let y be an endpoint of an arc p in K . We show that there is an arc from y to ∂K that does not intersect the
interior of p.
We ﬁrst show that the result follows if there is a component C of K − {y} that does not contain the interior of p. If
C ∩ ∂K = ∅, then C is also a component of int(K )−{y} hence of X −{y}, but C ∪ {y} ⊂ K is simply connected and contracts
to y, contradicting the fact that X has no strongly contractible subsets. So C ∩ ∂K 
= ∅, and since K is arc connected C ∪ {y}
is also arc connected, and must contain an arc from y to ∂K .
Now suppose by way of contradiction that the result is false, i.e. every arc from y to ∂K intersects the interior of p.
By the result of the last paragraph, there can only be one component of K − {y}, namely the one containing p. Consider
a point z in the interior of p. Since K is simply connected and one-dimensional, z must separate the path p into distinct
components of K − {yi}, in particular, there is a component A that does not contain the portion of p from z to y, and a
component B that does contain that portion of p from z to y. Then using the point z and the component A as C in the
paragraph above, we see that there is an arc az from z to ∂K that does not intersect the interior of A. The arc az cannot
pass through y due to our assumption. So az leaves the arc p at some point xz in B between y and z, possibly at z.
Consider a sequence of points zi in the interior of the arc p that converge to y, and the associated arcs ai as discussed in
the previous paragraph. We may choose zi such that zi+1 separates y from xi . Thus we get a sequence of arcs from points
xi on p to ∂K . These arcs must be disjoint since K is simply connected and one-dimensional. Then in a small neighborhood
of y, this gives inﬁnitely many disjoint arcs connecting p to ∂K which contradicts Lemma A.4.
Thus the result of the lemma is true: there is an arc from y to ∂K that does not intersect the interior of p. 
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